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EVENTS AT A GLANCE
TREK TRIP

Ralamandal sanctuary, due to its exotic flora and fauna, it is a place to visit in indore. Trekking trip
to ralamandal wildlife sanctuary was organized by the students of MBA- MS 2 years guided by
prof geeta sharma mam accompanied by prof manminder singh sir and surendra malviya sir.
Trekking through ralamandal sanctuary was a great experience to explore the rich beauty of
mother nature on the foot while your heart skips a beat for the thrill you feel as you pass through
the untamed wilderness. The trip was taken care by Ajit jat, Piyush patidar, Aman gadapanday,
Gouri Kashiv and Aditi somani.

EVENTS AT A GLANCE
SYNERGY

Our students
of MBA-MS-2
years Bhoomika
Trivedi and Akshay
Purohit secured
remarkable po
sitions in the in
tercollege sports
fest SYNERGY.
Bhoomika Trivedi
secured second
position in the
chess tournament
and Akshay
Purohit secured
second position
in table-tennis
competition. They
demonstrated
an outstanding
ability along with
great devotion to
the game.

EVENTS AT A GLANCE
MOVIE
What better way to learn management principles than to watch “Parmanu: the
story of pokharan”. A movie class was planned with Dr. Geeta Sharma mam and the
students of mba ms 2 years decided to convert the LT room into a Cineplex. Movies
have a lifetime impact on our brain. And there is no better way of mixing learn and
fun. If you are happy and learning at the same time you will never forget the lesson
learned. The movie insisted a sense of oneness, taught concepts of planning and
we could see the benefits of taking risk right infront of our eyes.

PROGRAMME PINNACLES
GROUP DISCUSSION

In its attempt to keep organizing new activities for enhancing student skills and knowledge Titans club
in continuity to the first round of the group discussion 2nd and 3rd round were held on march 5th 2019
under the supervision of professor geeta sharma mam organized by kanishka pawar and damini arya.
Shatakshi joshi scored the first rank, bhoomika trivedi second and avani daglia third. The winners
were given special certificates by geeta sharma mam and the remaining students were provided with
participation certificate of the event.

OB PRESENTATION
Enter PowerPoint presentations are one of
the important elements for management
which gives clarity about communication,
presentation skills and convincing power
towards the audience.

The students of MBA MS 2 years staged many
power point presentations in the class of organiz
ational behavior headed by Professor B.K.Tripathi
sir. The idea was to study the textbook units in the
form of ppt so that to make it easy for students to
learn. Class was divided into the groups and every
group was assigned a unit to perform. This idea of
learning made us understand the importance of
effective communication and presentation.

PROGRAMME PINNACLES
PLACEMENTS
Under the guidance of Dr. Suresh Patidar (placement officer of IIPS DAVV), students
of MS-2 yrs have excelled in the placement selection here are some of the star
recruiters of IIPS-DAVV.

DELOITTE (6 LPA)
The star recruiter for IIPS, Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu
Limited commonly referred to as Deloitte, is a
multinational professional services network. Deloitte
is one of the "Big Four" accounting organizations and
the largest professional services network in the world
by revenue and number of professionals.
Deloitte provides audit, tax, consulting, enterprise risk
and financial advisory services with more than 286,200
professionals globally. As of 2017, Deloitte is the 4th
largest privately owned company in the United States.
There were two students of MBA MS 2 years who grabbed
the opportunity for the profile of Tax Consultant for
Deloitte pvt. Ltd.

Nivedita Mittal

To understand better we get in touch with nivedita
mam and akshay sir and got to know about the
recruitment process ,The Placement procedure of
Deloitte started with its company branding, after
which it conduct its first online test i.e versant test,
the test consists of questions related with language
and vocabulary. After the completion of this test the
shortlisted students apply for the second online test
i.e BPT (Business Profeciency test) round. The qualified
students to this round would go for the personal
interview which is followed by a second round of
interview called managerial interview which is followed
by the final round of interview i.e situational interview.
By Khushbu Kabra

Akshay Singh

(MBA MS 2nd sem)

(MBA MS 2nd se

PROGRAMME PINNACLES
PLACEMENTS

HDFC BANK (4.2 CTC)
HDFC Bank Limited (Housing Development Finance Corporation) is an Indian banking
and financial services company. HDFC Bank is India’s largest private sector lender by
assets. It is also the largest bank in India by market capitalization. Being BrandZ Top
100 Most Valuable Global Brands and the star recruiter of IIPS davv and continuing the
legacy HDFC selected

Abhishek arya
Afaq hussain
Naina jain
Rohit sachdev
of MS 2 years for sales and operations and
profile of personal banker at 4.2 CTC.

By Deepali Jain
MBA MS 2nd sem

MAHINDRA FINANCE (6 LPA)
Mahindra Financial Services Limited
(MFSL) is a Rural NBFC headquartered in
Mumbai, India. It is amongst the top
tractor financer in India and offers a wide
range of financial products to address
varied customer requirements. Being a
star recruiter for IIPS davv Mahindra
finance selected himanshu shrivastava of
MBA ms 2 years for the profile of
management trainee. Package of 6 LPA.
By Himanshu Puri
MBA MS 2nd sem

(MBA MS 2nd se

PROGRAMME PINNACLES
PLACEMENTS

FLIPKART (5 CTC)
One of our mass recruiter Flipkart as an organization has grown by leaps and bounds in the last few
years and has created a niche for itself in the e-commerce business. This growth has been aided by a
high caliber, energetic and agile workforce at every step. Flipkart came for the open pool campus for
the profile for operations and Logostics and selected 8 of the students of MBA MS 2 years.

Abhishek sharma
Divya Chauhan
Swayam Sirsat
Pragati Malvi
Ram Prakash
Pragya Chaudhary
Vaishali Sharma
Ayushe Verma
In conversation with the flipsters we get to
know about the recruitment process being
short and relaxing so that to make a
comfortable atmosphere for the students.
The process consists of two rounds the first round
was written test consist of quantitative aptitude
and reasoning questions followed by personal
interview.

COLGATE (7.7 CTC)
The star recruiter for MBA MS 2 years, Colgate has been in the
list always. Colgate is an umbrella brand principally used for oral
hygiene products such as toothpastes, toothbrushes, mouthwashes
and dental floss. Manufactured by the American consumer-goods
conglomerate Colgate-Palmolive, According to a 2015 report by
market research company Kantar Worldpanel, Colgate is the only
brand in the world purchased by more than half of all households.
Colgate has a global market penetration of 67.7% and a global market
share of 45%.Despite this, it maintained the highest growth rate of
all brands in the survey, with 40 million new households purchasing
Colgate-branded products in 2014.

Kanishka Namdeo of MBA MS 2years got selected on the
highest package (7 LPA) of the batch

By Himanshu Puri
MBA MS 2nd sem

PROGRAMME PINNACLES
PLACEMENTS

AEGON LIFE (5.7 LPA )
The another company to be tagged as a mass recruiter Aegon Life is a new age digital service
company with one the world’s leading financial service organization, providing life insurance ,pension
and asset management. It has grown into an international company, presently in more than 20 countries
in the Americas, Europe and Asia. They started 173 years ago & today they have 30 million customers ,
more than 2900 employees & manage investment worth 743 billion Euros.

There were a total of 7
qualified students of MBA MS
2 years for the profile of
Relationship manager in
aegon life insurance
company.

Shreya Jain
Dhawan Rai
Shruti Solanki
Vaibhav Jhawar
Ravina Goplani
Abhishek Yadav
Neha Dashore

In conversation with the students the learning from the placement interview experience can be
quoted as the placement process of the company was simple without facing GDs , followed by
direct interview. One should have great communication skills to clear any interview. The Interview
was great & they were professional indeed. It’s a life insurance company and its really hard to
sell a Life Insurance when there is a company like LIC owned by Government. But still hard work
will be the key for success in any company.

By Damini Arya
MBA MS 2nd sem

(MBA MS 2nd se

PROGRAMME PINNACLES
PLACEMENTS

S&P GLOBAL (4.4 LPA)
S&P Global Inc. is an American publicly traded corporation headquartered in New York City. Its primary areas of
business are financial information and analytics. It is the parent company of S&P Global Ratings, S&P Global
Market Intelligence, and S&P Global Platts, and is the majority owner of the S&P Dow Jones Indices joint
venture. The qualifiers for S&P global inc. for the profile of Market researcher were
Bhavita Suhanda
Namrata Ladha
Arpit Dhanotiya
.
In conversation with one of the student Bhavita Suhanda, “My inclination towards finance and confidence
lead me to get placed in S&P Global Marketing Intelligence. The company is a provider of multi-asset class
and real-time data, research, news and analytics to institutional investors, investment and commercial banks,
investment advisors and wealth managers, corporations, and universities. I am working as Data Researcher I

Enter your text

under the Industry fundamentals department of the company. In simple terms the role is to analyse the financial
statements and presented in the prerequisite format which would help the client to make fruitful investment
decisions. There were 3 rounds in the whole placement process, first was online test which comprise of
quantitative aptitude, reasoning, English, Finance, General knowledge and Knowledge about the company. 2nd
was group discussion follow my interview which itself comprise of HR, Basics of finance and technical round.
The interview was totally based on the internship and our knowledge of finance. It was really a good experience
and I would like to thank our faculties, seniors and my batchmates who kept on motivating me and lastly the
placement cell for all their efforts.”

By Mustafa Kapdawala
(MBA MS 2nd sem)

(MBA MS 2nd se

PROGRAMME PINNACLES
PLACEMENTS

PRISM CEMENT (5.6 LPA)
The company Prism Johnson Limited (formerly Prism Cement) came as a recruiter, is a professionally
managed company. It is India’s largest integrated Building Material Company with the wide range
from cement, ready mixed concrete, tiles and bath products. The company has three divisions, viz.
Cement, H&R Johnson (India) and RMC India.
3 students of MBA MS 2 years for the profile of Territory Sales Executive got selected.
Hrydesh Kapoor
Abhay Dubey
Pranay Dewangan
Regarding the experience of recruitment
process, it took place in 4 stages which
consists of Academic profile evaluation
i.e. on the basis of marks followed by
written test, which included general
knowledge and aptitude questions, GD
round and Personal interview round.
By Meenal Patil
(MBA MS 2nd sem)

VERITAS FINANCE (4.15 LPA)
Veritas Finance Private Limited (VERITAS), Is Focused On Meeting The Financial
Needs Of Micro, Small And Medium Enterprises (MSME) In India. Which Has Re
mained Largely Underserved Despite Several Initiative. A Non-Banking Finance
Company, Registered With Reserve Bank Of India, Veritas Run By Professionals
With Rich Experience In Financial Service Industry, Aims To Make Availing Credit
Easy To This Segment And Make A Positive Impact On The Lives Of Millions Of
Indians Engaged In Informal Activities And Who Actually Build The Nation.
Iipsian Are Honored To Have Veritas Finance As A Placement Company. This
Year They Have Selected To Of Our Brilliant Students Aryan Gupta And Vivek
Soni On The Profile Of “Credit Assessment” On The Package Of 4.15 LPA.
In Conversation With The Qualified Students We Got To Know About
Recruitment Process. Firstly, They Conducted Written Test Including Questions
Of Quantitative Aptitude, Reasoning, and General Knowledge. Followed By the
GD Round and the Final Round Ends With Pi.
Company Have Made Such A Transparent Environment They Felt Easy And
Comfortable With HR And Recruiters. They Have A Great Experience.

CREATIVE CORNER
EXPRESSION
One signifies peace
while other one signifies
love and these are all
we need.
Vageesha chaurasiya (FT 2K18)

TECHNICAL BYTES
Kuldeep Patidar of
MBA MS 2years has
set a remarkable in
spiration for all those
who still dream to
fulfil their passion by
following his passion
for customisation of
motor bikes at such
a young age.He
decided to bring his
dream to reality. The
customise "Rajdoot
175" into modern era
cafe racer known by
"KD Customs"

Kuldeep Patidar (FT 2K18)

CREATIVE CORNER
THINKING OUT LOUD

Dear friend suffering from anxiety and depression,

There is no other process to learn patience, acceptance,
surrender and letting go but through this process. It’s an
exam you pass only after learning this syllabus. The reason
this teacher and exam (anxiety and depression) came to
your life is because you needed it the most.

All your problems come in front of
you which before you never even
addressed or you ignored or escaped
You even know the solution to them.

The only struggle you face is to meet both, the problems and
the solutions.

The pain you go through is the friction produced from the
struggle you do fighting it.

There comes the syllabus to bridge them both patience,
acceptance, surrender and letting go.

No amount of reading or listening will help you in this
exam, only your inner self will teach you and you will learn
from that very experience of the process.

Trust me on this, you’ll see the best version of yourself only after this
exam and I’m so sure you will be grateful to it too, like I am so happy
for you to have anxiety and depression in your life, this is the most
important and best time of your life.

Be fearless, be happy, find love and find
yourself.

Gouri Kashive (FT2K18)

CREATIVE CORNER
THE REVIEW
Book- The Stupid Somebody
Author- Rohit Dawesar
One word- relatable
Do I recommend- yes

Short summary:

The Stupid Somebody is based on the life of Rohit,
the protagonist. He has stammering problem but still
wishes to recover and become
a motivational speaker. How he overcomes his own
issues is the storyline.

Review:
The plot is heart warming, a beautiful blend of
learnings, hardships and love. The cover looks quite
good. The title is apt as well.
The plot is very relatable; we all face our own
complex emotions, demons and struggle in our own
way. This book can help you clear your mind and
decide for yourself.
The narration is very easy, comfortable and lucid. It's
meant for everyone to read and enjoy. The message
is also clear and loud. The whole book in book thingy
was great too. The characters are developed well
and are interesting.
So overall I would definitely recommend you to read
this one if you are having trouble in your personal life
or are feeling down.

Cover-4/5
Overall ratings-4.9/5

Aman Joshi (FT 2K18)
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